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ABOUT THE SURVEY
The PPIC Statewide Survey provides policymakers, the media, and the public with objective,
advocacy-free information on the perceptions, opinions, and public policy preferences of California
residents. Inaugurated in April 1998, this is the 120th PPIC Statewide Survey in a series that has
generated a database of responses from more than 254,000 Californians.
This survey is the 48th in the Californians and Their Government series, which is conducted periodically
to examine the social, economic, and political trends that influence public policy preferences and ballot
choices. The series is supported with funding from The James Irvine Foundation. This survey seeks to
inform decisionmakers, raise public awareness, and stimulate policy discussions and debate about
important state issues, with a particular focus on the California state budget.
The background for this survey includes growing concern about the global economic recovery and
the slow pace of employment growth nationally. Within the state, Governor Jerry Brown saw his
$1 billion tax package blocked by the legislature, which also sent him 600 bills that he must sign
or veto by Oct. 9. Among these are reforms to the initiative process, the second phase of the
California DREAM Act, and an online voter registration bill. President Barack Obama introduced
his American Jobs Act as the survey was being conducted; the bill would provide tax breaks to
individuals and businesses, extend unemployment benefits, and invest in infrastructure projects.
In addition, a special joint committee of Congress prepared to meet for the first time in an attempt
to identify ways to reduce the federal deficit.
This survey presents the responses of 2,002 adult residents throughout the state, interviewed in
English or Spanish and contacted by landline or cell phone. It includes findings on these topics:


State issues, including overall mood, perceptions of both current and future economic climates,
and concerns about job loss; job approval ratings of Governor Brown, the state legislature, and
individual state representatives; perceptions of state and local fiscal matters and of the
state/local relationship; preferences for legislative reforms; attitudes toward the citizens’
intitiative process and possible initiative reforms; and policy preferences regarding abortion
restrictions, same-sex marriage, marijuana legalization, and the death penalty.



National issues, including perceptions of the country’s direction and its economic future;
approval ratings of federal elected officials including President Obama, Senators Barbara Boxer
and Dianne Feinstein, Congress, and individual congressional representatives; attitudes towards
U.S. economic policy, the federal budget deficit, and the federal debt limit; and perceptions of
political parties.



Time trends and the extent to which Californians may differ in their perceptions, attitudes, and
preferences regarding state issues and the budget, based on their political party affiliation,
likely voting in elections, region of residence, race/ethnicity, and other demographics.

This report may be downloaded free of charge from our website (www.ppic.org). For questions
about the survey, please contact survey@ppic.org. Try our PPIC Statewide Survey interactive tools
online at http://www.ppic.org/main/survAdvancedSearch.asp.
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NEWS RELEASE
EMBARGOED: Do not publish or broadcast until 9:00 p.m. PDT on Wednesday, September 21, 2011.
Para ver este comunicado de prensa en español, por favor visite nuestra página de internet:
http://www.ppic.org/main/pressreleaseindex.asp

PPIC STATEWIDE SURVEY: CALIFORNIANS AND THEIR GOVERNMENT

Worries About Jobs, Economy Hit Record High
MOST SAY OBAMA’S ECONOMIC POLICIES HAVE NOT HELPED
—BUT TRUST HIM OVER REPUBLICANS IN CONGRESS
SAN FRANCISCO, September 21, 2011—In record numbers, Californians say jobs and the economy are
the most important problems they face, and half are concerned that someone in their family will lose a
job in the next year, according to a survey released today by the Public Policy Institute of California (PPIC),
with funding from The James Irvine Foundation.
The share of Californians (67%) who see jobs and the economy as the most important issue surpasses
the previous high (63%) in February 2009. Half of residents are very concerned (30%) or somewhat
concerned (19%) that someone in their family will experience a job loss. Reflecting these perceptions, 67
percent of California residents say Congress and the president are not doing enough to help create jobs.
Californians give President Barack Obama a record-low 51 percent approval rating. But they are more
likely to trust him to make the right decisions about the economy than they are to trust the Republicans
in Congress, and 53 percent are satisfied with his proposed American Jobs Act (37% dissatisfied).
Economic concerns also dominate when Californians are asked about the state of their state. Nearly all
think California is in a recession (50% serious recession, 32% moderate recession, 7% mild recession).
Nearly all (95%) think the state budget situation is a problem (68% big problem, 27% somewhat of a
problem). Most (62%) say the state and local tax systems are in need of major changes. Most (67%) say
their local government services—such as those provided by city and county governments and public
schools—have been affected a lot by state budget cuts.
“Most Californians—regardless of political party—say things are going in the wrong direction in the state
and the nation,” says Mark Baldassare, president and CEO of PPIC. “Most don’t see evidence that the
president’s attempts to stimulate the economy have had a positive impact—although when asked to
choose, they side with him over the Republicans in Congress.
“And for most Californians, the impact of the state’s budget problems have hit home. In every region of
the state, majorities say that state budget cuts have affected their local government services a lot.”

REDUCE DEFICIT OR SPEND TO AID RECOVERY?
Californians agree that the federal budget deficit is a problem (68% very serious, 24% somewhat
serious). But asked to choose which is a higher priority—reducing the deficit or spending to help the
economy recovery—a majority (56%) choose spending to help the economy (39% reducing the deficit).
However, likely voters are evenly divided (48% spending, 48% reducing the deficit).
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When it comes to the president’s economic policies, the largest share of Californians—40 percent—say
there has been no impact. Twenty-six percent say his policies have made conditions better and 29
percent say they have made conditions worse. Still, 50 percent say they trust Obama more to make the
right decisions about the nation’s economy while just 31 percent put more trust in the Republicans in
Congress. Opinion is sharply divided along party lines (77% Democrats trust Obama, 69% Republicans
trust Republicans in Congress), with more independents saying they trust the president (45% vs. 31%).
Half (52%) of adults approve of the law raising the federal debt ceiling and making major cuts in spending
(38% disapprove). Likely voters are more closely divided (49% approve, 43% disapprove).
As a bipartisan congressional committee prepared to consider significant reductions in the federal deficit,
the PPIC survey asked about two ideas that may be included in the committee proposal. The first idea—
raising taxes on businesses and higher-income Americans—garners the support of 67 percent of
Californians and 62 percent of likely voters. But opinion is divided on the second idea: making major
changes in the Social Security and Medicare systems (46% all adults and likely voters are in favor, 51%
all adults and 50% likely voters are opposed).

NEARLY HALF APPROVE OF FEINSTEIN, BOXER
President Obama’s job approval rating among Californians has eroded steadily from 70 percent
since he took office to 51 percent today (43% disapprove). For the first time, more likely voters say
they disapprove (50%) than approve (47%). There is overwhelming approval among Democrats (76%)
and disapproval among Republicans (81%). For the first time, more independents disapprove (50%)
than approve (45%).
Congress gets low marks from Californians. A solid majority (64%) disapprove of the job Congress is
doing, similar to findings last September before the 2010 midterm elections (66% disapprove). Today,
likely voters are more disapproving (79%) than all adults. Across party lines, Californians disapprove of
Congress’ job performance (76% independents, 75% Democrats, 73% Republicans). Californians feel
more positive when asked about their own representative in Congress: 48 percent approve and 37
percent disapprove. Among likely voters, 49 percent approve and 41 percent disapprove.
Nearly half of Californians approve of the job performance of their two senators. Senator Dianne
Feinstein, who faces re-election next year, has a job approval rating among all Californians of 46 percent
(37% disapprove) and among likely voters of 48 percent (44% disapprove). About half of Californians and
likely voters (49% for each) approve of the job Senator Barbara Boxer is doing (38% adults, 44% likely
voters disapprove). Views of both senators are sharply divided along partisan lines.

GOVERNOR’S APPROVAL RATING CHANGES LITTLE—MANY STILL UNDECIDED
After a legislative session in which Governor Jerry Brown saw his tax package blocked by the legislature,
41 percent of Californians and 45 percent of likely voters approve of the governor’s job performance.
Nearly a third of adults (31%) and 20 percent of likely voters are still unsure how to rate him. The
governor’s approval rating among all adults has been similar the last three times PPIC asked the
question (40% April, 42% May, 42% July). The legislature’s job approval rating continues to lag behind the
governor’s, with 26 percent approving and 56 percent disapproving. Likely voters are more negative:
17 percent approve and 71 percent disapprove. The legislature’s approval rating has been similar all
year but has rebounded somewhat among all adults from a low of 14 percent in November 2010.
Californians’ opinions of their own state legislator remain low: 35 percent of adults and 31 percent of
likely voters approve.
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MOST SUPPORT SHIFTING SOME PROGRAMS FROM STATE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Governor Brown proposed in January that the responsibility for operating certain state programs be
shifted from the state to counties. In the PPIC survey taken shortly after the governor’s speech, 71
percent of Californians favored the idea of shifting some tax dollars and fees to local governments to pay
for the shift. Today, support for this fiscal reform has dropped, but it is still favored by 61 percent of
residents. How confident are Californians that local governments can take on this new responsibility?
Most are very confident (10%) or somewhat confident (49%). They are less confident about realignment of
the corrections system. Realignment faces its first big test in October, when responsibility for lower-risk
felons and parolees shifts from state prisons to counties. Eight percent are very confident and 40 percent
are somewhat confident in their local governments’ ability to handle these new tasks.

STEADFAST IN SUPPORT FOR INITIATIVES BUT OPEN TO REFORM
The PPIC survey asked about other reforms that are being discussed, as well:
 Reforming the initiative process: Californians are generally satisfied (12% very satisfied, 50%
somewhat satisfied) with the initiative process. But nearly 90 percent say special interests control it
a lot (54%) or some (34%). Asked about possible reforms, an overwhelming majority (73%) support a
requirement that initiatives to create new programs or reduce taxes identify a specific funding source.
A strong majority (68%) favor a system of review and revision of proposed initiatives to try to avoid
legal issues and drafting errors. There is bipartisan support for both reform ideas.



Modifying term limits: Most Californians (62%) support reducing the maximum time a person may
serve in the state legislature from 14 years to 12 years and to allow all 12 years of service in the
assembly, the senate, or in a combination of both. A proposal similar to this has qualified for the
June 2012 ballot.



Lowering the vote requirement to pass state taxes: A year after Californians voted to lower the
legislature’s threshold for passing a state budget from two-thirds to a simple majority, they are
divided on doing the same for passage of the state budget and state taxes (45% good idea, 44% bad
idea). Likely voters are also divided (49% good idea, 43% bad idea).



Changing the legislature to a part-time body: Most adults (58%) say this is a bad idea, while 31
percent of adults say it is a good one.



Shifting to a one-house legislature: Californians are divided on whether it is a good idea to change
the legislature’s makeup from 40 state senators and 80 assembly members to a single body of 120
legislators representing smaller districts: 43 percent say this is a good idea, 38 percent say it is a
bad idea, and 19 percent are unsure.

MORE KEY FINDINGS



Shift in favor of same-sex marriage persists—pages 14, 15
Today, 53 percent of adults favor legalizing same-sex marriage, with 42 percent opposed. On other
contentious social issues, Californians favor life imprisonment with no possibility of parole (54%) to
the death penalty (39%) as a punishment for first-degree murder; most (69%) say the government
should not interfere with a woman’s access to abortion, while just 28 percent say the government
should pass more laws restricting it; and residents are divided on the legalization of marijuana, with
46 percent in favor and 51 percent opposed.



More unfavorable toward Tea Party—page 23
Today, 52 percent view the Tea Party movement unfavorably, compared to 44 percent in October
2010. More Democrats (72%) have a favorable impression of their own party than do Republicans
(59%) of theirs.
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KEY FINDINGS









A record-high 67 percent of Californians
name jobs and the economy as the most
important issue facing the state; nearly all
think the state is in an economic recession.
(pages 7, 8)

Legislature
60

Four in 10 Californians approve of Governor
Jerry Brown, one in four approve of the
legislature, and one in three approve of
their individual legislators. (page 9)
Solid majorities of Californians think the
state budget situation is a big problem, say
their local government services have been
affected a lot by state budget cuts, and say
that major changes are needed to state
and local tax systems. (page 10)

Governor Brown

80

Percent all adults



Approval Ratings of State Elected Officials

41

40

20

26

0

Jan

Seven in 10 adults say government should
not interfere with a woman’s access to
abortion, just over half are in favor of samesex marriage, and residents are divided on
marijuana legalization. A majority favor life
imprisonment without parole over the death
penalty. (pages 14, 15)
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2
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All adults

Affected a lot
Affected somewhat
Not affected
Don't know

How Much Special Interests Control the
Initiative Process in California
Percent saying "a lot"

80

Percent all adults



Most Californians believe the initiative
process is controlled by special interests
and favor reforms to the system. (page 13)

34

6

100


42

Effect of State Budget Cuts on Local
Government Services

Six in 10 Californians favor the idea of state
and local realignment. About half express
confidence in their local government’s
ability to handle the shift of state prisoners
to county jails. (page 11)
Californians are divided about changing the
vote threshold to approve a state budget
and new state taxes from two-thirds to a
simple majority in the state legislature.
A solid majority agree with a proposal to
modify term limits, reducing the total time
a person may serve in the state legislature
from 14 to 12 years, counting service in
either or both chambers. (page 12)
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STATE OF THE STATE
Californians (67%) continue to name jobs and the economy as the most important issue facing people in
the state today. Far fewer mention the state budget, deficit, and taxes (6%), education and schools (6%),
or immigration (4%). Mention of jobs and the economy has reached a new high, surpassing the previous
high in February 2009 (63%). Jobs and the economy has topped the list of most important issues since
March 2008 (35%), and has been above 50 percent since February 2009.
More than six in 10 across parties, regions, and demographic groups name jobs and the economy as the
most important issue. There are some differences across groups. Democrats (73%) are more likely than
independents (66%) and Republicans (64%) to mention jobs and the economy while Latinos (74%) are
more likely than Asians (65%) and whites (61%) to say this.
“Thinking about the state as a whole, what do you think is
the most important issue facing people in California today?”
Party
Top four issues mentioned

All Adults

Likely Voters
Dem

Jobs, economy

67%

73%

Rep

Ind

64%

66%

67%

Education, schools

6

7

7

4

6

State budget, deficit, taxes

6

6

10

11

10

Immigration, illegal immigration

4

2

4

4

3

Californians remain negative about the direction of the state: 61 percent say things are going in the
wrong direction and 30 percent say the right direction. The percentage holding this negative view is
similar to June (60%) and negative perceptions have been above 50 percent since September 2007.
Across party lines, Republicans (82%) are much more likely than independents (63%) and Democrats
(55%) to say things are going in the wrong direction. Across regions, residents in the Other Southern
California region (66%) are most likely to hold this view, followed by those in the Central Valley (60%), Los
Angeles (60%), and the San Francisco Bay Area (57%). Negative perceptions of the state’s direction are
much higher among whites (68%) than among Asians (56%) and Latinos (54%). Pessimism increases as
income increases and rises slightly with education. Younger Californians age 18 to 34 (54%) are less
likely than those 35 and older (65%) to say the state is heading in the wrong direction.
“Do you think things in California are generally going in the right direction or the wrong direction?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Right direction

30%

37%

13%

26%

25%

Wrong direction

61

55

82

63

69

Don’t know

8

8

5

11

7
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ECONOMIC SITUATION
Similar to the share naming jobs and the economy as the most important issue, two in three Californians
(67%) think that the state will have bad times financially in the next 12 months; 25 percent expect good
times. Negative attitudes about the state’s economic outlook have eclipsed 50 percent since September
2007. Among likely voters, 74 percent expect bad times. Republicans (84%) are much more likely than
independents (71%) and Democrats (61%) to expect bad economic times and two in three or more
across regions hold this view.
Nearly all Californians (89%) say the state is in an economic recession (50% serious, 32% moderate,
7% mild). In 2011 more than eight in 10 have said the state is in a recession (86% January, 83% March,
88% May, 89% today). The perception that California is in a recession has been above 70 percent each
time since we began asking this question in March 2008.
The belief that California is in a recession is similar across regions, but residents in the Other Southern
California region (55%) are the most likely—and those in the San Francisco Bay Area (46%) the least
likely—to say the recession is serious. Across parties, most say the state is in a recession, but
Republicans (62%) are much more likely than independents (48%) and Democrats (44%) to call the
recession serious. Whites (53%) and Latinos (47%) are more likely than Asians (38%) to think the state
is in a serious recession and the belief that the recession is serious increases with age.
“Would you say that California is in an economic recession, or not?
(if yes: Do you think it is in a serious, a moderate, or a mild recession?)”
Region

All Adults

Central
Valley

San Francisco
Bay Area

Los
Angeles

Other Southern
California

Likely Voters

Serious recession

50%

50%

46%

50%

55%

53%

Moderate recession

32

32

32

31

27

31

Mild recession

7

8

9

7

8

5

Not in a recession

10

9

9

11

8

9

Don’t know

2

2

4

1

1

2

Half of Californians are very (30%) or somewhat concerned (19%) that someone in their family will
experience job loss in the next year, while 42 percent are not concerned and 8 percent volunteer that
someone in their family has already lost a job. Concern has been similar each time we asked this
question in 2011 (44% March, 48% May, 49% today). Los Angeles residents (55%) are more concerned
than residents elsewhere (48% San Francisco Bay Area, 45% Other Southern California Region, 43%
Central Valley). Concern is much higher among Latinos (62%) than among Asians (46%) and whites
(39%). Lower-income Californians are twice as likely as upper-income residents to be very concerned.
“Are you concerned that you or someone in your family will lose their job in the next year, or not?
(if yes: Are you very concerned or somewhat concerned?)”
Household Income
All Adults

Under
$40,000

$40,000 to
under $80,000

$80,000
or more

Likely Voters

Yes, very concerned

30%

38%

29%

19%

26%

Yes, somewhat concerned

19

18

20

19

16

No

42

33

43

56

49

Already lost job (volunteered)

8

11

7

5

8

Don’t know

1

1

–

1

1
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APPROVAL RATINGS OF STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS
As Governor Brown prepares to sign or veto hundreds of bills sent to him by the legislature, four in 10
Californians (41%) and 45 percent of likely voters say they approve of his job performance. Three in 10
Californians are unsure of how to rate Governor Brown. Results among all adults have been similar the
last three times we asked about the governor’s job performance (40% April, 42% May, 42% July, 41%
today). Democrats (60%) are far more likely than independents (35%) and Republicans (25%) to approve
of Governor Brown’s job performance. Across regions, San Francisco Bay Area (52%) residents are much
more likely to approve of the governor than residents in Los Angeles (39%), the Other Southern California
region (37%), and the Central Valley (36%). Whites (47%) are more likely than Asians (40%) and Latinos
(36%) to voice approval. Approval increases with higher education levels.
Job-performance ratings of the legislature continue to lag behind those of the governor, with one in four
Californians approving (26%) and 56 percent disapproving. Likely voters are even more negative (17%
approve, 71% disapprove). Approval of the legislature has been similar all year but has rebounded
somewhat from a low of 14 percent in November 2010. Today, disapproval of the legislature is much
higher among Republicans (80%) than among independents (67%) and Democrats (56%). Majorities of
residents across regions disapprove of the legislature. Whites (69%) are far more likely than Asians (45%)
and Latinos (42%) to disapprove. Disapproval increases with education and income.
“Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the way that…”
All Adults

Jerry Brown is handling his
job as governor of California?

The California Legislature
is handling its job?

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely
Voters

Approve

41%

60%

25%

35%

45%

Disapprove

28

16

56

36

35

Don't know

31

24

19

29

20

Approve

26

28

10

21

17

Disapprove

56

56

80

67

71

Don't know

18

16

10

12

12

Californians’ approval of their individual state legislators’ job performance remains low at 35 percent,
with nearly half of Californians disapproving (48%). Opinions of likely voters are even more negative (31%
approve, 57% disapprove). Approval among adults is similar to March (36% approve, 43% disapprove)
and has been below 40 percent since September 2008. Republicans (70%) are much more likely than
independents (55%) and Democrats (39%) to disapprove. Half of residents in the Other Southern
California region (51%), the Central Valley (50%), and Los Angeles (48%) disapprove, compared to four in
10 San Francisco Bay Area (40%) residents. Disapproval is higher among whites (56%) than among
Latinos (40%) and Asians (32%), and higher among those age 35 and older (51% 35–54, 54% 55 and
older) than those under 35 (38%).
“Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the job that the state legislators
representing your assembly and senate districts are doing at this time?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Approve

35%

43%

20%

27%

31%

Disapprove

48

39

70

55

57

Don't know

17

17

10

18

12
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STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BUDGETS
When asked how much they know about how their state and local governments spend and raise money,
a majority of Californians (56%) say they know a lot (19%) or some (37%); four in 10 say they know very
little (30%) or nothing (10%). Majorities in January 2010 (61%) and January 2011 (54%) also said they
knew a lot or some. Today, 74 percent of likely voters say they have at least some knowledge. Six in 10
or more across parties and majorities across regions hold this view. Whites (68%) are far more likely than
Latinos (45%) and Asians (42%) to say they know a lot or some about state and local budgets. Reported
knowledge increases sharply with education.
Nearly all Californians (95%) think the state budget situation in California is a big problem (68%) or
somewhat of a problem (27%). Likely voters are even more negative (81% big, 16% somewhat). The
percentage of adults saying big problem has been similar during 2011, but was higher last September
(80%). More than seven in 10 across parties (72% Democrats, 76% independents, 87% Republicans)
and more than six in 10 across regions call it a big problem. Majorities across demographic groups
(except Latinos, 49%) think the budget situation is a big problem.
“Do you think the state budget situation in California—that is, the
balance between government spending and revenues—is a big problem,
somewhat of a problem, or not a problem for the people of California today?”
Party

All Adults

Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Big problem

68%

72%

87%

76%

81%

Somewhat of a problem

27

24

11

21

16

Not a problem

2

2

1

1

1

Don’t know

3

2

1

3

2

When asked if their local government services have been affected by recent state budget cuts, 67
percent of adults say that local services have been affected a lot and 25 percent say services have been
affected somewhat; only 6 percent say services have not been affected. Likely voters hold similar
perceptions. Democrats (77%) are much more likely than Republicans (65%) and independents (61%) to
say services have been affected a lot. More than six in 10 across regions and demographic groups say
local government services have been affected a lot by recent state budget cuts.
“Would you say that your local government services—such as those provided by city and county
governments and public schools—have or have not been affected by recent state budget cuts?
(if they have, ask: “Have they been affected a lot or somewhat?”)?
All Adults

Region
Central
Valley

San Francisco
Bay Area

Los
Angeles

Other Southern
California

Likely Voters

Affected a lot

67%

72%

71%

68%

63%

68%

Affected somewhat

25

21

25

24

26

24

Not affected

6

6

2

5

8

5

Don’t know

2

2

2

3

2

3

We also asked if the state and local tax system is in need of major changes, minor changes, or whether
it is fine the way it is. Sixty-two percent of Californians say the system is in need of major changes and 24
percent say minor changes; only 10 percent say the system is fine the way it is. Findings were fairly
similar last January and in January 2010. At least six in 10 across parties and regions say major changes
are needed, and this perception is much higher among whites (71%) than Asians (58%) or Latinos (49%).
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STATE AND LOCAL FISCAL REFORMS
As part of Governor Brown’s budget proposal, there will be a realignment of certain state and local
responsibilities. Sixty-one percent of Californians favor a shift of some tax dollars and fees from the state
government to local governments, so local governments can take on the responsibility of running certain
programs currently run by the state; 23 percent are opposed. Likely voters have similar preferences.
In January, right after the governor’s budget speech, 71 percent of Californians were in favor. Today,
majorities across parties (57% Democrats, 59% independents, 69% Republicans) and regions favor this
shift. Across demographic groups, about six in 10 or more are in favor.
When asked about their confidence in local government’s ability to take on the responsibilities of running
certain programs currently run by the state, about six in 10 Californians are very (10%) or somewhat
(49%) confident; 37 percent are not too (24%) or not at all (13%) confident. In January, results were
similar (14% very, 49% somewhat). Today, likely voters hold similar opinions to all adults. Republicans
(64%) and independents (61%) are more confident than Democrats (53%). Across regions, confidence is
highest among residents in the San Francisco Bay Area (65%), followed by those in the Other Southern
California region (58%), the Central Valley (56%), and Los Angeles (56%). Majorities across demographic
groups express at least some confidence, but Asians (66%) are more confident than whites (59%) or
Latinos (58%). Among those who are in favor of the state-to-local shift, 73 percent express confidence;
among those who are opposed, only 37 percent are confident.
“If the state were to shift some tax dollars and fees to local governments,
how confident are you that local governments would be able to take on the
responsibilities of running certain programs currently run by the state?”
All Adults

Region
Central
Valley

San Francisco
Bay Area

Los
Angeles

Other Southern
California

Likely Voters

Very confident

10%

11%

10%

6%

11%

11%

Somewhat confident

49

45

55

50

47

48

Not too confident

24

29

21

27

22

25

Not at all confident

13

12

7

16

17

14

Don’t know

3

3

6

1

3

2

By comparison, fewer Californians are very (8%) or somewhat confident (40%) about their local
government’s taking on the responsibilities associated with shifting lower-risk inmates from state prisons
to county jails. Half or fewer across parties and regions are at least somewhat confident. Latinos (56%)
are most likely to be confident, followed by Asians (50%) and whites (44%). Among those who are in favor
of realignment, 51 percent are confident; among those who are opposed, 42 percent are confident.
“As you may know, state funding is being provided to shift some of the lower-risk inmates
from state prisons to county jails to reduce prison overcrowding and lower state costs.
How confident are you that your local government is able to take on this responsibility?”
All Adults

Region
Central
Valley

San Francisco
Bay Area

Los
Angeles

Other Southern
California

Likely Voters

Very confident

8%

9%

9%

8%

9%

8%

Somewhat confident

40

35

38

40

41

38

Not too confident

25

28

29

25

21

26

Not at all confident

22

24

18

22

26

24

Don’t know

5

3

6

5

3

4
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LEGISLATIVE REFORMS
A year after voters passed Proposition 25, the constitutional amendment lowering the vote requirement
to pass a state budget from a two-thirds vote to a simple majority, Californians still remain divided on
doing the same for passage of the state budget and state taxes. Forty-five percent call it a good idea, and
44 percent a bad one. Findings were similar last September (48% good idea, 42% bad idea). Likely voters
are also divided (49% good idea, 43% bad idea), similar to their views in September 2010 (44% good
idea, 46% bad idea). The change to a simple majority vote for both the budget and taxes divides
Californians along party lines; 56 percent of Democrats say it is a good idea and 60 percent of
Republicans say it is a bad one. Among independents, 49 percent call it a good idea and 45 percent
a bad one.
“Do you think it is a good idea or bad idea to lower the vote requirement to pass a state budget and state
taxes from a two-thirds vote to a simple majority or 50 percent plus one vote?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Good idea

45%

56%

31%

49%

49%

Bad idea

44

31

60

45

43

Don't know

11

13

9

6

8

A solid majority of Californians (62%) and likely voters (65%) support a modification of term limits by
reducing the maximum time a person may serve in the state legislature from 14 years to 12 years, and
allowing a person to serve those 12 years either in the assembly, the senate, or in a combination of both.
Support was slightly higher in March 2011 (68%), but similar in September 2009, when 65 percent
said it was a good idea. There is solid bipartisan support for the proposal (71% Republicans, 65%
independents, 60% Democrats). A proposal very similar to this has qualified for the June 2012 ballot.
“Some people have proposed reducing the total amount of time a person may serve in the state legislature
from 14 years to 12 years and allowing a person to serve a total of 12 years either in the assembly, the
senate, or a combination of both. Do you think this is a good idea or a bad idea?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Good idea

62%

60%

71%

65%

65%

Bad idea

26

32

21

26

27

Don't know

11

8

9

9

9

When asked about a proposal to change the California legislature from a full-time to a part-time body,
about six in 10 say this is a bad idea (58%) while 31 percent call it a good one. Democrats (65%) and
independents (53%) say this is a bad idea, while Republicans are slightly more likely to say a part-time
legislature is a good idea (48%) than to say a bad idea (40%). In a similar past question, pluralities said
having a part-time legislature would be a bad thing (September 2004: 22% good thing, 53% bad thing,
17% no difference; September 2009: 23% good thing, 44% bad thing, 27% no difference).
Californians are divided about another proposal that would change the legislature from 40 state senators
and 80 assembly members to a single body of 120 members, resulting in representatives serving
smaller districts. About four in 10 say this is a good idea (43%) and another four in 10 say it is a bad idea
(38%); 19 percent say they are unsure. Independents (46%) and Democrats (42%) are somewhat more
likely than Republicans (35%) to express support for this proposal.
September 2011
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INITIATIVE PROCESS AND REFORMS
October 2011 marks the 100th anniversary of the citizens’ initiative process in California. In general,
residents are either very satisfied (12%) or somewhat satisfied (50%) with the way the initiative
process is working in California today. Thirty percent say that they are not satisfied. Since 2000,
majorities have at least been somewhat satisfied with the process. Satisfaction was highest in August
2006 (72%) and lowest in October 2010 (55%). Majorities across parties are at least somewhat
satisfied (68% independents, 64% Republicans, 59% Democrats).
“Generally speaking, would you say you are very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, or
not satisfied with the way the initiative process is working in California today?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Likely Voters

Ind

Very satisfied

12%

12%

13%

9%

15%

Somewhat satisfied

50

47

51

59

47

Not satisfied

30

36

33

29

35

Don't know

7

5

3

4

3

While Californians are generally satisfied with the way the initiative process is working, they are open to
possible reforms. An overwhelming majority support requiring initiatives that create new programs or
reduce taxes to identify a specific funding source. At least seven in 10 adults (73%), likely voters (76%)
and voters across parties favor this reform proposal. Strong majorities of adults (68%) and likely voters
(70%) support a system of review and revision of proposed initiatives to try to avoid legal issues and
drafting errors. There is bipartisan support for this reform (71% independents, 68% Democrats, 64%
Republicans). Support for a system of review and revision was similar in previous years.
“Reforms have been suggested to address issues that arise in the initiative process.
Please say whether you would favor or oppose each of the following reform proposals. How about…”
All Adults

Requiring initiatives which create
new programs or reduce taxes to
identify a specific funding source?

A system of review and revision of
proposed initiatives to try to avoid
legal issues and drafting errors?

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely
Voters

Favor

73%

74%

75%

74%

76%

Oppose

17

16

16

14

15

Don't know

10

10

9

12

9

Favor

68

68

64

71

70

Oppose

19

20

17

19

18

Don't know

14

12

19

10

12

When asked about the influence of special interests on the initiative process, nearly 90 percent of
Californians say the process is controlled a lot (54%) or some (34%) by special interests. Likely voters are
much more likely to say special interests control the initiative process a lot (70% a lot, 24% some). Very
few (6% all adults, 4% likely voters) say there is no control of the process by special interests. Results are
comparable to past years: at least half held the view that special interests controlled the initiative
process a lot in September 2005 (56%) and in January 2001 (52%). Sixty-six percent of Democrats and
Republicans say special interests control the initiative process a lot, compared to 55 percent of
independents. At least half across regions share this belief, which increases with age and education.
Whites (69%) are far more likely than Asians (39%) and Latinos (38%) to say special interests control the
initiative process a lot.
September 2011
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ABORTION RIGHTS; SAME SEX MARRIAGE
When asked to choose the statement that is closest to their own views about the government’s role in
regulating abortion, 69 percent of Californians say the government should not interfere with a woman’s
access to abortion, while 28 percent say the government should pass more laws that restrict the
availability of abortion. Results have been similar since 2000, with at least six in 10 saying the
government should not interfere. Likely voters (76%) and more than six in 10 across parties agree. Still,
Democrats (78%) and independents (77%) are more likely than Republicans (63%) to say the government
should not interfere with access to abortion. At least half of those who are ideologically conservative
(54%) agree, compared to 74 percent of moderates and 82 percent of liberals.
While a majority across demographic groups agree the government should not interfere with access to
abortion, differences exist. The share holding this view increases sharply with income and education.
Californians with children age 18 or younger (63%) are less likely than those without (73%) to agree.
Whites (79%) and Asians (77%) are far more likely than Latinos (51%) to say the government should not
interfere with a woman’s access to abortion. Men and women agree (69% each) that the government
should not interfere.
“Which of the following statements comes closest to your own view, even if neither is exactly right.
The government should pass more laws that restrict the availability of abortion; or
the government should not interfere with a woman’s access to abortion.”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Should pass more laws

28%

20%

34%

19%

21%

Should not interfere with access

69

78

63

77

76

Don't know

4

2

4

4

3

Fifty-three percent of Californians and likely voters favor allowing gay and lesbian couples to be legally
married, while 42 percent of each are opposed. This continues a shift in opinion on same-sex marriage
that began in 2010. Last year was the first year when at least half (50% March, 52% September) said
they favored same-sex marriage in our surveys. In prior years, Californians either were more divided or
opposed to same-sex marriage. Opposition was highest in January 2000 (55%) when this question was
first asked. Two in three Democrats and six in 10 independents favor same-sex marriage, while two in
three Republicans oppose it. An overwhelming majority of liberals (76%) and 59 percent of moderates are
in favor, while two in three conservatives (65%) are opposed.
Support is highest in the San Francisco Bay Area (62%), followed by the Other Southern California region
(54%), and Los Angeles (50%). The Central Valley (55% oppose) is the only region where a majority of
residents oppose same-sex marriage. Support increases with education and income levels and declines
sharply with age. A majority of whites (59%) and Asians (54%) favor same-sex marriage. Latinos are
divided on the issue (47% favor, 47% oppose). At least half of those with children 18 or younger (51%)
and those without (55%) favor same-sex marriage.
“Do you favor or oppose allowing gay and lesbian couples to be legally married?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Favor

53%

66%

28%

57%

53%

Oppose

42

30

67

38

42

Don't know

5

4

5

5

5
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MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION; DEATH PENALTY
Californians are still divided on legalizing marijuana, with 46 percent saying it should be made legal while
51 percent disagree. Findings were similar in September 2010 (47% legal, 49% illegal) and in May 2010
(48% legal, 49% illegal). Likely voters hold similar views. In 2010, voters rejected Proposition 19 (53.5%
no), which would have legalized marijuana in the state. Most Democrats (53%) support legalizing
marijuana use, while most Republicans (59%) oppose it. Independents are much more likely to support
making marijuana use legal (56%) than keeping it illegal (40%). Over half of liberals (59%) and moderates
(52%) favor legalization, while 68 percent of conservatives oppose legalization of marijuana.
The San Francisco Bay Area is the only region where residents are more likely to say marijuana should be
made legal (55%) than illegal (40%). In other regions, residents of the Central Valley (60%), Los Angeles
(57%), and the Other Southern California region (53%) prefer to keep marijuana illegal. Latinos (68%) are
most likely to oppose legalization, compared to 53 percent of Asians and 41 percent of whites. A majority
(55%) of whites favor legalization. Just over half of men (53% legal, 44% illegal) think marijuana should be
legal; a majority of women disagree (39% legal, 58% illegal).
“In general, do you think the use of marijuana should be made legal, or not?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Yes, legal

46%

53%

36%

56%

48%

No, not legal

51

44

59

40

48

Don't know

3

3

5

4

4

As a penalty for first-degree murder, Californians prefer life imprisonment with absolutely no possibility of
parole (54%) to the death penalty (39%). Findings were similar in February 2004 (53% life in prison, 38%
death penalty), while in January 2000, Californians were divided (47% life in prison, 49% death penalty).
Likely voters are more divided than adults (50% life in prison, 45% death penalty). Partisan differences
are present, with 59 percent of Democrats and 56 percent of independents preferring life imprisonment,
while 60 percent of Republicans prefer the death penalty. Those with liberal (68%) and moderate (53%)
ideological leanings prefer life imprisonment. Half of conservatives (51%) prefer the death penalty
compared to 44 percent saying life imprisonment.
Across regions, at least half prefer life imprisonment without parole to the death penalty; residents of
Los Angeles (62%) are most likely to say this. Two in three Latinos (67%) prefer life imprisonment,
while Asians (50% life in prison, 44% death penalty) and whites (46% life in prison, 49% death penalty)
are more divided. Residents under 35 and those earning less than $40,000 annually are more likely
than older and more affluent Californians to favor life imprisonment over the death penalty for firstdegree murder.
“Which of the following statements do you agree with more?
The penalty for first-degree murder should be the death penalty; or
the penalty for first degree murder should be life imprisonment with absolutely no possibility of parole.”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Death penalty

39%

34%

60%

40%

45%

Life imprisonment with
absolutely no possibility of parole

54

59

35

56

50

Don't know

7

7

5

4

5
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NATIONAL ISSUES
KEY FINDINGS



A record low 51 percent of Californians
approve of President Obama’s job
performance, but partisans differ widely.
Approval of Congress overall remains low,
but half of Californians approve of their own
member of the House of Representatives.
(page 17)
Nearly half of Californians approve of
Senators Boxer and Feinstein, with
partisans holding differing views. (page 18)

80







Almost all Californians call the federal
budget deficit a serious problem, but a
majority—with partisans divided—would
place a higher priority on spending to help
the economy recover rather than on efforts
to reduce the budget deficit. (page 21)
Partisans are divided about the recent debt
ceiling agreement and hold differing
opinions about what should be included in
the deficit reduction plan. (page 22)
Californians are divided in their impression
of the Democratic Party (47% favorable,
42% unfavorable) while most have
unfavorable opinions of both the Republican
Party (32% favorable, 56% unfavorable) and
the Tea Party movement (24% favorable,
52% unfavorable). (page 23)
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Two in three Californians say Congress and
the Obama administration are not doing
enough to create jobs, while 53 percent are
satisfied with President Obama’s proposed
American Jobs Act. (page 20)
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Trust to Make the Right Decisions About the
Economy
Barack Obama

80

Republicans in Congress

60

Percent all adults



Californians offer mixed opinions about the
impact of Barack Obama’s economic
policies, but they are much more likely to
trust him than Republicans in Congress
when it comes to making the right
decisions about the nation’s economy.
(page 19)
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APPROVAL RATINGS OF FEDERAL ELECTED OFFICIALS
Two in three Californians (65%) say the nation is going in the wrong direction, while just 30 percent say
right direction. The share saying wrong direction has increased since October 2010 (58%) and December
2009 (53%). Although majorities across parties are negative about the country’s direction, Republicans
(84%) and independents (72%) are much more likely than Democrats (56%) to express this view.
Pessimism is also prevalent among adults nationwide: a recent ABC News/Washington Post poll found
that 77 percent said things in the nation were off on the wrong track; just 20 percent said right direction.
As President Obama begins his reelection bid, half of Californians (51%) say they approve of the way he
is handling his job while 43 percent disapprove. Obama’s approval is at a record low; however, it was
nearly identical last September (52%). Since he first took office in 2009, the president’s approval rating
has eroded steadily from the 70 percent level. Today, for the first time among likely voters, more say they
disapprove (50%) than approve (47%) of the president. There is widespread approval among Democrats
(76%) while a similarly overwhelming majority of Republicans (81%) disapprove. For the first time among
independents, more disapprove (50%) than approve (45%). Among those who say the country is headed
in the wrong direction, 59 percent disapprove. In a recent CNN/Opinion Research Corporation poll, adults
nationwide were more likely to disapprove (55%) than approve (43%) of the president.
A solid majority of Californians (64%) disapprove of the way Congress is handling its job while 27 percent
approve. Findings are nearly identical to last September (26% approve, 66% disapprove) just before the
2010 midterm elections. Among likely voters, 79 percent disapprove and just 15 percent approve.
Disapproval is widespread across parties. In a recent Gallup poll, 15 percent of adults nationwide said
they approve of Congress and an overwhelming 82 percent said they disapprove.
“Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the way that…”
All Adults

Barack Obama is handling
his job as president of the
United States?

The U.S. Congress is
handling its job?

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely
Voters

Approve

51%

76%

17%

45%

47%

Disapprove

43

20

81

50

50

Don't know

6

3

3

5

3

Approve

27%

17%

19%

21%

15%

Disapprove

64

75

73

76

79

Don't know

9

9

7

3

6

Despite low ratings for Congress overall, Californians are more positive about their own member of the
House of Representatives: 48 percent approve and 37 percent disapprove. Last September, 43 percent
approved and 39 percent disapproved of their own House member. Among likely voters, 49 percent
approve and 41 percent disapprove. Across parties, a majority of Democrats (58%) approve of their
House member compared to about four in 10 Republicans (42%) and independents (41%).
“Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the way your own representative
to the U.S. House of Representatives in Congress is handling his or her job?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Approve

48%

58%

42%

41%

49%

Disapprove

37

28

48

46

41

Don't know

15

14

10

12

10
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APPROVAL RATINGS OF CALIFORNIA’S U.S. SENATORS
Forty-six percent of Californians approve and 37 percent disapprove of Senator Dianne Feinstein, who
faces re-election next year. Last September, ratings among all adults were similar (44% approve, 39%
disapprove). Among likely voters, 48 percent approve and 44 percent disapprove. At a similar point in
time before her last reelection, approval among likely voters was slightly higher and disapproval lower
(October 2005: 55% approve, 33% disapprove).
Opinions of Senator Feinstein are sharply divided along partisan lines, with two in three Democrats (66%)
approving and two in three Republicans (67%) disapproving. Independents are evenly split (42% approve,
42% disapprove). Approval of Senator Feinstein is highest in the San Francisco Bay Area (57%), followed
by Los Angeles (50%). Four in 10 in the Central Valley and the Other Southern California region (40%
each) approve. Across racial/ethnic groups, a majority of Asians (55%) approve but fewer Latinos (46%)
and whites (43%) do. Women are more likely to approve (48%) than disapprove (32%), while men are
divided (44% approve, 42% disapprove).
“Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the way that
Dianne Feinstein is handling her job as U.S. senator?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Approve

46%

66%

27%

42%

48%

Disapprove

37

20

67

42

44

Don't know

17

14

6

16

8

About half of Californians and likely voters (49% each) approve of the way Barbara Boxer is handling her
job as U.S. Senator, while 38 percent of adults and 44 percent of likely voters disapprove. Approval is
up 8 points among all adults and 6 points among likely voters since last September, just before her
reelection. Since February 2002, when PPIC surveys began tracking ratings of Senator Boxer, approval
has ranged between a low of 41 percent (September 2003, March 2008, and September 2010) and a
high of 53 percent (October 2004 and September 2009).
Democrats (69% approve) and Republicans (74% disapprove) hold opposing views of Senator Boxer,
while independents are divided (41% approve, 45% disapprove). Across regions, slim majorities in Los
Angeles (55% approve, 33% disapprove) and the San Francisco Bay Area (53% approve, 34% disapprove)
approve of Senator Boxer, while residents are divided in the Other Southern California region (45%
approve, 43% disapprove) and the Central Valley (41% approve, 41% disapprove). Across racial/ethnic
groups, Latinos (55%) are the most likely to approve, followed by Asians (50%) and whites (43%). Women
are more likely to approve (51%) than disapprove (32%), while men are divided (46% approve, 43%
disapprove).
“Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the way that
Barbara Boxer is handling her job as U.S. senator?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Approve

49%

69%

20%

41%

49%

Disapprove

38

20

74

45

44

Don't know

14

10

7

14

7
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U.S. ECONOMIC POLICY
Echoing pessimism about the direction of the nation, 65 percent of Californians also expect the country
to have bad times financially in the next 12 months. Just 29 percent expect good times. Pessimism
about economic conditions has grown slightly higher since last September (35% good times, 58% bad
times). The percentage expecting bad times has exceeded the percentage expecting good times since
June 2007. A majority of likely voters (74%) expect bad times while 20 percent expect good times. Across
parties, majorities expect bad financial times: Republicans (84%) are the most likely to hold this view,
followed by independents (73%) and Democrats (58%).
When it comes to President Obama’s economic policies, a plurality (40%) say that these policies have
had no effect on economic conditions so far. Twenty-six percent say they have made conditions better
and 29 percent say they have made conditions worse. Findings have shifted only somewhat since
September 2010 (32% better, 28% worse, 36% no effect) and December 2009 (31% better, 21% worse,
42% no effect). Democrats either say the president’s policies have improved economic conditions (42%)
or have had no effect so far (41%), while a strong majority of Republicans say his policies have worsened
economic conditions (68%). In a June survey by the Pew Research Center, adults nationwide also offered
mixed opinions of the president’s economic policies (27% better, 34% worse, 33% no effect so far).
“Since taking office, have Barack Obama’s economic policies made
economic conditions better, worse, or not had an effect so far?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Better

26%

42%

8%

23%

27%

Worse

29

10

68

30

37

No effect so far

40

41

19

42

31

Too soon to tell (volunteered)

2

3

1

–

2

Don’t know

3

3

4

4

3

Still, amid intense ongoing debate about the nation’s tenuous economy and federal budget situation,
most Californians (50%) say they trust Barack Obama to make the right decisions about the economy; 31
percent say they trust the Republicans in Congress and 12 percent volunteer they trust neither. Opinion is
sharply divided along party lines: 77 percent of Democrats trust the president and 69 percent of
Republicans trust congressional Republicans. More independents trust President Obama (45%) than
Republicans in Congress (31%). In a similar recent question by CNN/Opinion Research Corporation,
adults nationwide were also more likely to trust the president over congressional Republicans (46% to
37%) to handle the economy.
“Who do you trust more to make the right decisions about the
nation’s economy: the Republicans in Congress or Barack Obama?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Barack Obama

50%

77%

10%

45%

48%

Republicans in Congress

31

10

69

31

33

Both (volunteered)

2

2

1

2

1

Neither (volunteered)

12

10

16

18

16

Don’t know

6

2

4

4

2
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U.S. ECONOMIC POLICY (CONTINUED)
Reflecting concerns about jobs and the economy in the state, a strong majority of Californians (67%) say
that Congress and the Obama administration are not doing enough to help create jobs; just one in five
say they are doing just enough and only 7 percent say they are doing more than enough. Opinion about
the job creation efforts of federal officials has not changed significantly since last September (7% more
than enough, 26% just enough, 64% not enough). Among likely voters, three in four say Congress and the
Obama administration are not doing enough.
Republicans (83%) are the most likely to say not enough is being done to create jobs, followed by
independents (71%) and Democrats (64%). Whites (74%) and Asians (73%) are much more likely than
Latinos (58%) to say Congress and the Obama administration are not doing enough to create jobs. The
percentage holding this view rises as age, education, and income increase. Those who are currently
employed (68%) are more likely than those who are unemployed and looking for work (56%) to think
federal officials are not doing enough to create jobs.
“Overall, do you think that Congress and the Obama administration are
doing more than enough, just enough, or not enough to help create jobs?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

More than enough

7%

8%

2%

4%

5%

Just enough

21

23

8

19

16

Not enough

67

64

83

71

74

Don’t know

5

5

7

6

5

President Obama recently released a plan, the American Jobs Act, to create more jobs nationwide. The
president announced the plan on September 8. Beginning on September 9, we began asking about it.
After being read a brief summary of the plan, 53 percent of Californians say they are satisfied with it,
while 37 percent are dissatisfied. Findings among likely voters are nearly identical to those for all adults.
Opinion about the president’s jobs plan is sharply divided along partisan lines. Eight in 10 Democrats
(80%) are satisfied, while seven in 10 Republicans (72%) are dissatisfied. Among independents, a
majority (56%) are satisfied with the plan. Among those who say not enough is being done to create jobs,
46 percent are satisfied and 45 percent are dissatisfied with this plan.
In January 2009, we asked a question about President Obama’s earlier economic stimulus plan (the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act). Satisfaction with that plan was similar to satisfaction with his
jobs plan today, but dissatisfaction was lower (2009 stimulus plan: 57% satisfied, 26% dissatisfied).
“Recently, President Barack Obama announced his ‘American Jobs Act,’ an economic plan which would
include tax cuts for individuals, tax cuts and credits for businesses, an extension of unemployment
benefits, and investments in government programs for infrastructure projects. This plan could cost about
$450 billion and would be fully paid for as part of the president’s long-term deficit reduction plan. In
general, are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the president’s plan?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Satisfied

53%

80%

17%

56%

52%

Dissatisfied

37

15

72

35

39

Haven't heard anything about the
plan (volunteered)

3

1

4

4

3

Don’t know

7

5

6

5

6
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FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT
Today, there are calls both for spending to help the economy recover and for reigning in the federal
budget deficit. Which one do Californians view as most important? A majority (56%) say a higher priority
should be placed on spending to help the economy recover, while 39 percent say reducing the budget
deficit. This past March, Californians were somewhat less likely to say a higher priority should be placed
on spending to help the economy recover (48% spending for economy, 44% reducing deficit).
Opinion among likely voters is divided (48% spending, 48% reducing deficit) and Democrats (64%
spending) and Republicans (70% reducing deficit) fall on opposite sides of the debate. Among
independents, a majority (55%) place a higher priority on spending to help the economy recover, while 43
percent prioritize reducing the deficit. Among those who say Congress and the Obama administration are
not doing enough to create jobs, 54 percent prioritize spending for economic recovery, while 42 percent
prioritize deficit reduction. In an August survey by the Pew Research Center, adults nationwide were
divided on this question (47% spending, 46% reducing deficit).
“If you were setting priorities for the federal government these days, would you place a higher priority on
spending to help the economy recover or a higher priority on reducing the budget deficit?
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Spending to help the economy recover

56%

64%

25%

55%

48%

Reducing the budget deficit

39

31

70

43

48

5

5

5

3

4

Don’t know

While they may not agree on what takes top priority for the federal government, Californians do agree that
the budget deficit is a serious problem for the country right now. Among all adults, 68 percent consider it
a very serious problem and 24 percent a somewhat serious problem. Findings were fairly similar in March
(63% very serious, 28% somewhat serious). Majorities across parties consider the federal deficit to be a
very serious problem. Still, Republicans (86%) are much more likely to hold this view than independents
(65%) and Democrats (59%). Those who disapprove of President Obama are far more likely to consider
the federal deficit a very serious problem than those who approve (80% to 58%). And those who trust the
Republicans in Congress to make the right economic decisions are much more likely than those who
trust President Obama to consider the deficit a very serious problem (78% to 60%).
In a June poll by CBS News, an overwhelming majority of adults nationwide considered the federal deficit
to be a very serious problem (75% very serious, 20% somewhat serious).
“How serious a problem do you think the budget deficit is for the country right now?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Very serious

68%

59%

86%

65%

71%

Somewhat serious

24

27

11

24

21

Not too serious

5

9

1

7

6

Not at all serious

2

3

2

3

2

Don’t know

1

1

–

1

–
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FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT (CONTINUED)
Half of Californians (52%) express approval of the law that was recently passed to raise the federal debt
ceiling and make major cuts in government spending; 38 percent disapprove. Among likely voters, 49
percent approve and 43 percent disapprove of this plan. Findings again reflect strong partisan
differences. Two in three Democrats (64%) approve of this plan while 60 percent of Republicans
disapprove. Among independents, 53 percent approve and 39 percent disapprove. Among those who
consider the federal deficit to be a very serious problem, 48 percent approve and 43 percent disapprove
of the plan. In an August poll by CNN/Opinion Research Corporation, adults nationwide were about evenly
split on this issue (48% approve, 50% disapprove).
“As you may know, Congress passed and President Obama signed into law a bill that raises the federal
government's debt ceiling through the year 2013 and makes major cuts in government spending over the
next few years. Based on what you have read or heard, do you approve or disapprove of that bill?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Approve

52%

64%

34%

53%

49%

Disapprove

38

28

60

39

43

Don't know

11

8

5

8

8

After being informed that a bipartisan congressional committee is expected to produce a proposal to
significantly reduce the deficit, respondents were asked about two ideas that may be included in the
proposal. The first idea—increases in taxes on businesses and higher-income Americans—garners the
support of two in three Californians (67%) and 62 percent of likely voters. But opinion is divided on the
second idea: making major changes to the Social Security and Medicare systems (all adults: 46% should,
51% should not; likely voters: 46% should, 50% should not).
Strong majorities of Democrats (82%) and independents (69%) support increasing taxes on upper-income
earners and businesses, while most Republicans (38% favor, 58% oppose) are opposed. When it comes
to changing the Social Security or Medicare systems, most Republicans (54%) and independents (55%)
are in favor, while most Democrats (36% favor, 61% oppose) are not. In the poll by CNN/Opinion
Research Corporation, adults nationwide supported increased taxes on businesses and higher-income
Americans (63% should, 36% should not). But they opposed changing Social Security or Medicare (35%
should, 64% should not), much more so than the 51 percent of Californians in our survey.
“As you may know, that bill created a bipartisan congressional committee that is expected to produce a
proposal to significantly reduce the federal budget deficit. Please tell me whether you think each of the
following should or should not be included in that deficit reduction proposal. How about…”
All Adults

Increases in taxes on
businesses and higherincome Americans?

Major changes to the Social
Security and Medicare
systems?

September 2011

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely
Voters

Should

67%

82%

38%

69%

62%

Should not

29

15

58

29

34

Don't know

4

4

4

2

4

Should

46

36

54

55

46

Should not

51

61

42

42

50

Don't know

3

3

4

4

3
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PARTY PERCEPTIONS
Amid continued concern over the economy and the federal budget deficit, and with the 2012 election
season underway, how are political parties perceived? Californians have the most favorable impression
of the Democratic Party (47% favorable, 42% unfavorable, 12% don’t know), followed by the Republican
Party (32% favorable, 56% unfavorable, 12% don’t know) and the Tea Party movement (24% favorable,
52% unfavorable, 23% don’t know). Perceptions of the major political parties were similar last October
while unfavorable impressions of the Tea Party have grown somewhat (44% to 52%). Likely voters (32%)
have a somewhat more favorable impression of the Tea Party movement than all adults (24%).
More Democrats (72%) have a favorable impression of the Democratic Party than Republicans (59%)
do of their party. Fifty-six percent of Republicans have a favorable impression of the Tea Party movement
while 74 percent of Democrats have an unfavorable impression. At least half of independents give
unfavorable ratings to each party, but they are more likely to have favorable impressions of the
Democratic Party (37%) than the Republican Party (30%) or the Tea Party movement (29%).
“Do you have a favorable or an unfavorable impression of the…”
All Adults

Democratic Party?

Republican Party?

The political movement
known as the Tea Party?

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely
Voters

Favorable

47%

72%

14%

37%

44%

Unfavorable

42

21

81

53

50

Don't know

12

7

5

10

6

Favorable

32

13

59

30

30

Unfavorable

56

79

33

60

63

Don't know

12

8

8

10

7

Favorable

24

9

56

29

32

Unfavorable

52

74

30

57

57

Don't know

23

16

14

14

12

When asked whether the Republican and Democratic parties do an adequate job representing the
American people, 37 percent of all adults and 33 percent of likely voters say yes. A majority of
Californians (51%) and likely voters (57%) think that the two parties do such a poor job that a third major
party is needed. Independents (65%) are the most likely to say that a third party is needed, followed by
Republicans (56%) and Democrats (50%). Californians held similar views in 2006, 2008, and 2010, with
at least half expressing the need for a third party. When this question was first asked in 2004, residents
were divided (48% adequate job, 46% third party needed). Among those who say a third major party is
needed, 55 percent have an unfavorable impression of the Tea Party movement.
“In your view, do the Republican and Democratic parties do an adequate job representing
the American people, or do they do such a poor job that a third major party is needed?”
All Adults

Party
Dem

Rep

Ind

Likely Voters

Adequate job

37%

40%

34%

27%

33%

Third party is needed

51

50

56

65

57

Don't know

12

10

11

7

9
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METHODOLOGY
The PPIC Statewide Survey is directed by Mark Baldassare, president and CEO and survey director
at the Public Policy Institute of California, with assistance from Dean Bonner, project manager for this
survey, and survey research associates Sonja Petek and Jui Shrestha. The Californians and Their
Government series is supported with funding from The James Irvine Foundation. We benefit from
discussions with PPIC staff, foundation staff, and other policy experts, but the methods, questions,
and content of this report were determined solely by Mark Baldassare and the survey staff.
Findings in this report are based on a survey of 2,002 California adult residents, including 1,602
interviewed on landline telephones and 400 interviewed on cell phones. Interviewing took place
on weekday nights and weekend days from September 6 to 13, 2011. Interviews took an average of
20 minutes to complete.
Landline interviews were conducted using a computer-generated random sample of telephone numbers
that ensured that both listed and unlisted numbers were called. All landline telephone exchanges in
California were eligible for selection and the sample telephone numbers were called as many as six times
to increase the likelihood of reaching eligible households. Once a household was reached, an adult
respondent (age 18 or older) was randomly chosen for interviewing using the “last birthday method”
to avoid biases in age and gender.
Cell phone interviews were included in this survey to account for the growing number of Californians
who use them. These interviews were conducted using a computer-generated random sample of cell
phone numbers. All cell phone numbers with California area codes were eligible for selection and the
sample telephone numbers were called as many as eight times to increase the likelihood of reaching
an eligible respondent. Once a cell phone user was reached, it was verified that this person was age
18 or older, a resident of California, and in a safe place to continue the survey (e.g., not driving).
Cell phone respondents were offered a small reimbursement to help defray the potential cost of the
call. Cell phone interviews were conducted with adults who have cell phone service only and with those
who have both cell phone and landline service in the household.
Landline and cell phone interviewing with live interviewers was conducted in English and Spanish
according to respondents’ preferences. Accent on Languages, Inc. translated the survey into Spanish,
with assistance from Renatta DeFever. Abt SRBI Inc. conducted the telephone interviewing.
With assistance from Abt SRBI we used recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2006–2008
American Community Survey (ACS) for California to compare certain demographic characteristics of
the survey sample—region, age, gender, race/ethnicity, and education—with the characteristics of
California’s adult population. The survey sample was closely comparable to the ACS figures. Abt SRBI
used data from the 2008 National Health Interview Survey and data from the 2006–2008 ACS for
California both to estimate landline and cell phone service in California and to compare the data against
landline and cell phone service reported in this survey. We also used voter registration data from the
California Secretary of State to compare the party registration of registered voters in our sample to party
registration in the state. The landline and cell phone samples were then integrated using a frame
integration weight, while sample balancing adjusted for any differences across regional, age, gender,
race/ethnicity, education, telephone service, and party registration groups.
The sampling error, taking design effects from weighting into consideration, is ±3.6 percent at the
95 percent confidence level for the total sample of 2,002 adults. This means that 95 times out of 100,
the results will be within 3.6 percentage points of what they would be if all adults in California
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were interviewed. The sampling error for subgroups is larger: For the 1,305 registered voters, it is
±3.8 percent; for the 958 likely voters, it is ±4.2 percent. Sampling error is only one type of error to
which surveys are subject. Results may also be affected by factors such as question wording, question
order, and survey timing.
We present results for four geographic regions, accounting for approximately 90 percent of the state
population. “Central Valley” includes Butte, Colusa, El Dorado, Fresno, Glenn, Kern, Kings, Madera,
Merced, Placer, Sacramento, San Joaquin, Shasta, Stanislaus, Sutter, Tehama, Tulare, Yolo, and
Yuba Counties. “San Francisco Bay Area” includes Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco,
San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, and Sonoma Counties. “Los Angeles” refers to Los Angeles County,
and “Other Southern California” includes Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and San Diego Counties.
Residents from other geographic areas are included in the results reported for all adults, registered
voters, and likely voters, but sample sizes for these less populated areas are not large enough to
report separately.
We present specific results for non-Hispanic whites and for Latinos, who account for about a third of the
state’s adult population and constitute one of the fastest-growing voter groups. We also present
results for non-Hispanic Asians, who make up about 14 percent of the state’s adult population. Results
for other racial/ethnic groups—such as non-Hispanic blacks and Native Americans—are included in the
results reported for all adults, registered voters, and likely voters, but sample sizes are not large enough
for separate analysis. We compare the opinions of those who report they are registered Democrats,
Republicans, and decline-to-state or independent voters; the results for those who say they are
registered to vote in another party are not large enough for separate analysis. We also analyze the
responses of likely voters—so designated by their responses to survey questions on voter registration,
previous election participation, and current interest in politics.
The percentages presented in the report tables and in the questionnaire may not add to 100 due to
rounding.
We compare current PPIC Statewide Survey results to those in our earlier surveys and to those in national
surveys by ABC News/Washington Post, CBS News, CNN/Opinion Research Corporation, Gallup, and
the Pew Research Center. Additional details about our methodology can be found at
http://www.ppic.org/content/other/SurveyMethodology.pdf and are available upon request through
surveys@ppic.org.
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QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS
CALIFORNIANS AND THEIR GOVERNMENT
September 6–13, 2011
2,002 California Adult Residents:
English, Spanish
MARGIN OF ERROR ±3.6% AT 95% CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
PERCENTAGES MAY NOT ADD TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING
1. First, thinking about the state as a whole,
what do you think is the most important
issue facing people in California today?
[code, don’t read]

67%
6
6
4
2
2
2
9
2

jobs, economy
education, schools
state budget, deficit, taxes
immigration, illegal immigration
crime, gangs, drugs
government in general
health care, health costs
other
don’t know

2. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the
way that Jerry Brown is handling his job as
governor of California?
41% approve
28 disapprove
31 don’t know
3. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the
way that the California Legislature is
handling its job?
26% approve
56 disapprove
18 don’t know
4. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the
job that the state legislators representing
your assembly and senate districts are
doing at this time?
35% approve
48 disapprove
17 don’t know
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5. Do you think things in California are
generally going in the right direction or the
wrong direction?
30% right direction
61 wrong direction
8 don’t know
6. Turning to economic conditions in California,
do you think that during the next 12 months
we will have good times financially or bad
times?
25% good times
67 bad times
8 don’t know
7. Would you say that California is in an
economic recession, or not? (if yes: Do you
think it is in a serious, a moderate, or a mild
recession?)
50%
32
7
10
2

yes, serious recession
yes, moderate recession
yes, mild recession
no
don’t know

8. Are you concerned that you or someone in
your family will lose their job in the next year,
or not? (if yes: Are you very concerned or
somewhat concerned?)
30%
19
42
8
1

yes, very concerned
yes, somewhat
no
have lost job already (volunteered)
don’t know
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9. On another topic, in general, how much
would you say you know about how your
state and local governments spend and
raise money—a lot, some, very little, or
nothing?
19%
37
30
10
3

a lot
some
very little
nothing
don’t know

10. Do you think the state budget situation in
California—that is, the balance between
government spending and revenues—is a
big problem, somewhat of a problem, or not
a problem for the people of California today?
68%
27
2
3

big problem
somewhat of a problem
not a problem
don’t know

11. Would you say that your local government
services—such as those provided by city
and county governments and public
schools—have or have not been affected by
recent state budget cuts? (if they have, ask:
Have they been affected a lot or
somewhat?)
67%
25
6
2

affected a lot
affected somewhat
not affected
don’t know

12. Overall, do you think the state and local tax
system is in need of major changes, minor
changes, or do you think it is fine the way it
is?
62%
24
10
4

major changes
minor changes
fine the way it is
don’t know
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13. Would you favor or oppose a shift of some
tax dollars and fees from the state
government to local governments, in order
for local governments to take on the
responsibility of running certain programs
currently run by the state?
61% favor
23 oppose
15 don’t know
14. If the state were to shift some tax dollars
and fees to local governments, how
confident are you that local governments
would be able to take on the responsibilities
of running certain programs currently run by
the state? Are you very confident, somewhat
confident, not too confident, or not at all
confident?
10%
49
24
13
3

very confident
somewhat confident
not too confident
not at all confident
don’t know

15. As you may know, state funding is being
provided to shift some of the lower-risk
inmates from state prisons to county jails,
to reduce prison overcrowding and lower
state costs. How confident are you that your
local government is able to take on this
responsibility? Are you very confident,
somewhat confident, not too confident, or
not at all confident?
8%
40
25
22
5

very confident
somewhat confident
not too confident
not at all confident
don’t know
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[rotate questions 16 to 19]

16. As you may know, voters passed Proposition
25 in 2010, a constitutional amendment
that reduced the legislative vote requirement
to pass a state budget from a two-thirds
vote to a simple majority, or 50 percent plus
one vote this year. Do you think it is a good
idea or bad idea to lower the vote
requirement to pass a state budget and
state taxes from a two-thirds vote to a
simple majority or 50 percent plus one vote?
45% good idea
44 bad idea
11 don’t know
17. The California legislature has operated
under term limits since 1990, meaning that
members of the state senate and state
assembly are limited in the number of terms
they can hold their elected office. Some
people have proposed reducing the total
amount of time a person may serve in the
state legislature from 14 years to 12 years
and allowing a person to serve a total of 12
years either in the assembly, the senate, or
a combination of both. Do you think this is a
good idea or a bad idea?
62% good idea
26 bad idea
11 don’t know
18. There is a proposal to change the California
legislature from full-time to part-time status.
Do you think that having a part-time
legislature is a good idea or a bad idea?
31% good idea
58 bad idea
11 don’t know
19. There is a proposal to change the California
legislature from 40 state senators and 80
assembly members to a single body of 120
members resulting in representatives
serving smaller districts. Do you think that
having a single body of 120 members in the
legislature is a good idea or a bad idea?

On another topic, California uses the direct
initiative process, which enables voters to
bypass the legislature and have issues put on
the ballot—as state propositions—for voter
approval or rejection.
20. Generally speaking, would you say you are
very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, or not
satisfied with the way the initiative process
is working in California today?
12%
50
30
7

very satisfied
somewhat satisfied
not satisfied
don’t know

21. Overall, how much would you say that the
initiative process in California today is
controlled by special interests—a lot, some,
or not at all?
54%
34
6
6

a lot
some
not at all
don’t know

Reforms have been suggested to address
issues that arise in the initiative process.
Please say whether you would favor or oppose
each of the following reform proposals.
[rotate questions 22 and 23]

22. How about a system of review and revision
of proposed initiatives to try to avoid legal
issues and drafting errors?
68% favor
19 oppose
14 don’t know
23. How about requiring initiatives which create
new programs or reduce taxes to identify a
specific funding source?
73% favor
17 oppose
10 don’t know

43% good idea
38 bad idea
19 don’t know
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Next,

[rotate questions 29 and 30]

[rotate questions 24 to 27]

24. Which of the following statements comes
closest to your own view, even if neither is
exactly right? [rotate] (1) The government
should pass more laws that restrict the
availability of abortion; [or] (2) the
government should not interfere with a
woman’s access to abortion.
28% should pass more laws
69 should not interfere with access
4 don’t know
25. Which of the following statements do you
agree with more? [rotate] (1) The penalty for
first-degree murder should be the death
penalty; [or] (2) the penalty for first-degree
murder should be life imprisonment with
absolutely no possibility of parole.
39% death penalty
54 life imprisonment with no parole
7 don’t know
26. In general, do you think the use of marijuana
should be made legal, or not?
46% yes, legal
51 no, not legal
3 don’t know
27. Do you favor or oppose allowing gay and
lesbian couples to be legally married?
53% favor
42 oppose
5 don’t know
28. On another topic, overall, do you approve or
disapprove of the way that Barack Obama is
handling his job as president of the United
States?
51% approve
43 disapprove
6 don’t know
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29. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the
way that Dianne Feinstein is handling her job
as U.S. senator?
46% approve
37 disapprove
17 don’t know
30. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the
way that Barbara Boxer is handling her job
as U.S. senator?
49% approve
38 disapprove
14 don’t know
31. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the
way the U.S. Congress is handling its job?
27% approve
64 disapprove
9 don’t know
32. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the
way your own representative to the U.S.
House of Representatives in Congress is
handling his or her job?
48% approve
37 disapprove
15 don’t know
33. Do you think things in the United States are
generally going in the right direction or the
wrong direction?
30% right direction
65 wrong direction
5 don’t know
34. Turning to economic conditions, do you think
that during the next 12 months the United
States will have good times financially or
bad times?
29% good times
65 bad times
6 don’t know
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35. Next, since taking office, have Barack
Obama’s economic policies made economic
conditions better, worse, or not had an
effect so far?
26%
29
40
2
3

better
worse
no effect so far
too soon to tell (volunteered)
don’t know

36. Overall, do you think that [rotate] (1)
Congress [and] (2) the Obama
administration are doing more than enough,
just enough, or not enough to help create
jobs?
7%
21
67
5

more than enough
just enough
not enough
don’t know

36a.Who do you trust more to make the right
decisions about the nation’s economy:
[rotate] (1) the Republicans in Congress [or]
(2) Barack Obama?
50%
31
2
12
6

Barack Obama
Republicans in Congress
both (volunteered)
neither (volunteered)
don’t know

36b.[asked starting September 9] Recently,
President Barack Obama announced his
“American Jobs Act,” an economic plan
which would include tax cuts for individuals,
tax cuts and credits for businesses, an
extension of unemployment benefits, and
investments in government programs for
infrastructure projects. This plan could cost
about $450 billion and would be fully paid
for as part of the president’s long-term
deficit reduction plan. In general, are you
satisfied or dissatisfied with the president’s
plan?
53% satisfied
37 dissatisfied
3 haven’t heard anything about the plan
(volunteered)
7 don’t know
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37. If you were setting priorities for the federal
government these days, would you place
[rotate] (1) a higher priority on spending to
help the economy recover [or] (2) a higher
priority on reducing the budget deficit?
56% spending to help economy recover
39 reducing the budget deficit
5 don’t know
38. How serious a problem do you think the
budget deficit is for the country right now—
very serious, somewhat serious, not too
serious or not at all serious?
68%
24
5
2
1

very serious
somewhat serious
not too serious
not at all serious
don’t know

39. As you may know, Congress passed and
President Obama signed into law a bill that
raises the federal government's debt ceiling
through the year 2013 and makes major
cuts in government spending over the next
few years. Based on what you have read or
heard, do you approve or disapprove of that
bill?
52% approve
38 disapprove
11 don’t know
As you may know, that bill created a bipartisan
congressional committee that is expected to
produce a proposal to significantly reduce the
federal budget deficit. Please tell me whether
you think each of the following should or should
not be included in that deficit reduction
proposal.
[rotate questions 40 and 41]

40. How about increases in taxes on
businesses and higher-income Americans?
67% should
29 should not
4 don’t know
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41. How about major changes to the Social
Security and Medicare systems?
46% should
51 should not
3 don’t know
Next,
[rotate questions 42 and 43]

42. Do you have a favorable or an unfavorable
impression of the Democratic Party?
47% favorable
42 unfavorable
12 don’t know
43. Do you have a favorable or an unfavorable
impression of the Republican Party?
32% favorable
56 unfavorable
12 don’t know
44. Do you have a favorable or unfavorable
impression of the political movement known
as the Tea Party?
24% favorable
52 unfavorable
23 don’t know
45. In your view, do the Republican and
Democratic parties do an adequate job
representing the American people, or do
they do such a poor job that a third major
party is needed?
37% adequate job
51 third party is needed
12 don’t know
46. Next, some people are registered to vote
and others are not. Are you absolutely
certain that you are registered to vote in
California?
66% yes [ask q46a]
34 no [skip to q47b]

46a.Are you registered as a Democrat, a
Republican, another party, or are you
registered as a decline-to-state or
independent voter?
45%
31
4
20

Democrat [ask q47]
Republican [skip to q47a]
another party (specify) [skip to q48]
independent [skip to q47b]

47. Would you call yourself a strong Democrat
or not a very strong Democrat?
52% strong
46 not very strong
1 don’t know
[skip to q48]

47a.Would you call yourself a strong Republican
or not a very strong Republican?
47% strong
51 not very strong
2 don’t know
[skip to q48]

47b.Do you think of yourself as closer to the
Republican Party or Democratic Party?
28%
50
19
4

Republican Party
Democratic Party
neither (volunteered)
don’t know

48. Next, would you consider yourself to
be politically:
[read list, rotate order top to bottom]

12%
22
28
21
15
3

very liberal
somewhat liberal
middle-of-the-road
somewhat conservative
very conservative
don’t know

49. Generally speaking, how much interest
would you say you have in politics?
24%
38
30
8

great deal
fair amount
only a little
none

[d1–d16: demographic questions]
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